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About This Content

Dead by Daylight: Original Soundtracks contains the memorable music from the game. It includes a collection of 18 MP3 tracks
made by composer Michel F. April.

A Word from the Composer

After reading the synopsis I was hooked! Even though the surroundings look and feel absolutely real to you, you’re in for a
surprise! As a survivor, you think you can outsmart the stalker. Again, nothing could be further from the truth... let's just say that

death is not an escape.

It is certainly the most addictive game I've played thanks to Behaviour's evil geniuses!

To capture the essence of this «one-track-mind-almost-indestructible» killer, I immediately switched to «reptilian brain» mode.
Having the luxury and excitement of scoring while playing the game in the development process allowed us to make adjustments so

that the music is seamlessly integrated in all other aspects of the game experience.

Creating with this state of mind was a truly compelling and thrilling experience, and with this soundtrack, I hope to re-capture as
much as possible the multi-state nature of Dead By Daylight.

Enjoy it and if you can, play it loud! - Michel F. April
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1. Dead by Daylight (Theme)

2. Closing In

3. Being Watched

4. No Place to Hide

5. Petrified

6. Disoriented

7. Darkness Rising

8. Liberation

9. Suffering

10. Entity Brain

11. One Track Mind

12. Punished

13. Enduring Torment

14. The Hook

15. Dark Infinity

16. Death Is Not an Escape

17. Black Blood (Bonus Track)

18. Dead Again (Bonus Track)

•Please note – The Dead by Daylight: Official Soundtrack will be placed in your Dead by Daylight folder in the Steam
Directory: ...Steam\steamapps\common\DeadbyDaylight\Dead by Daylight Original Soundtrack

Credits

All tracks by Michel F. April
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If you enjoy a good escape the room type of game than you won't be dissapointed it's not too long of a game so you can beat it
in a decently short amount of time it's not worth the $8 it costs regularly so try and get it on sale but if you can get it on sale for
around $1 I would recommend getting it for sure.. So I've played this game. Not a long one, but that might have been a good
thing. Though it left me wanting a sequel, as the ending would point in that direction.

I liked this game, though it wasn't amazing, it was certainly entertaining and immersive. The artwork of girls very nice. Indeed a
main theme would be the boobs and jokes about them. It was all done pretty tastefully leaving enough to the imagination of the
player. Music in the background was pleasant and nicely accompanied the current emotional theme. Dialogs and narration were
a-okay - would say very okay for someone, who's native is not english.

I recommend this game if:
- you like VR theme and being in a game world,
- you like pretty girls with enormous boobs,
- you like light comedies and romances,
- you like reading picture books.

Also - I do recommend to check out the "burokku" meaning in japanese dictionary, as it fits well into the game environment :)..
Graphically identical to how i remember the game back in 1988. but the sound is not very good. does not accurately represent
the original (for some mysterious reason). bad quality sound.. Fun chill game. This is a fun concept for jigsaw puzzles. Having
them be animated (looping video) while you are putting them together is... interesting. While I'm not sure I would say it is better
than the Pixel Puzzles "games", it does have features that are better. Such as the fact the pieces lock together as you match them;
you don't need to place them perfectly in their places first.... Natural Locomotion provides a transformative experience for
Skyrim VR. There is no nausea. There is no over-running. There is no overly-complicated menu system. There is no singular
run/walk speed like with PocketStrafe. It's just me, wandering around a beautiful environment, and doing so in comfort.
Fantastic execution and I hope the developer continues to support this with new profiles for a long time to come.

I strongly recommend this utility.. Game was great back on the NES, I'm glad someone finally remade it. They did a good job
remakeing it at that, the modern graphics do the orginal credit, and there's an awesome campain mode to boot. Supports
controllers and multiplayer.. This game is really fun, i really enjoy playng it. My advice is to forget about buying this game. All
levels are timed, there is usually only 1 way to complete them, and even in Rampage mode you are timed - so you never really
get to enjoy the sandbox potential of this game. A great concept poorly executed. Frankly, I want my money back.
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A girl trying to flirt with me in space.
I like it...... aka the story. Good At First Then The GUI Goes Away Then Every Time u Loud Up The Game u Need To Get The
GUI Back it sucks
. Yes, I payed to win, too. And yes, it does work.. this is sucks! I can't play it
the charachter moves so damn slow, and it takes like a second just to move the mouse pad.. whenever I reduced the resolution it
still getting slow!
I'm tired of this sh!t. The action is quite boring and simple compare to another games, likes Batman GOTY.
If you like the action and excting fight with many enemy, I dont recommend.
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